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The impact of 
climate change  on 
Local Communities

Responsibility for delivery of 
measurable change in 

communities
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The Climate 
Change 
Movement 
Extinction rebellion

Emergency motions  
Extinction rebellion
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Legal requirements AIR POLLUTION

Congestion 
charges 

AIR POLLUTION
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LOCAL 
AUTHORITY 
SERVICES
WASTE AND RECYCLING

Climate - KIC
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MATERIAL
ECONOMICS

Ten cities for Carbon Neutrality by 2030

• Malmo
• Copenhagen
• Amsterdam
• Orleans 
• Krakow
• Madrid 
• Milan
• Vienna
• Leuven
• Edinburgh
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Workforce travel 
plans

Reducing their carbon footprint
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TREE PLANTING   

Greener cities
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Greener cities

Community 
Movements
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Energy 
Companies

33 
recommendations
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Forming a 
strategy–
Analysing your 
supply chain 

Climate Change: an SME 
perspective

Tanya Corsie, CEO, Iken

tcorsie@iken.co.uk

tCorsieAtIken
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Practical Solutions

 Have bottle refill stations readily 

available

 Have smart lighting in place so 

that sensors pick up when no one 

is in the room

 Flexible and 

home working options

to allow employees to

work around public 

transport or car

sharing times

 Locale is key – our office is close 

to public transport links meaning 

that we need less car spaces

 Cycle to Work Scheme

 Shop local – use local suppliers, 

visit local restaurants, understand 

your supply chain 

 Recycle – computers, furniture, 

hard drives, paper, cardboard, 

plastic, metal

Practical Solutions

 Think about conference 

giveaways – do people really 

utilise all of the things they pick 

up?

 Install a water boiler rather than 

boiling kettles for hot drinks

 Switch things off when 

you’re finished with them

 Try not to buy 

single use items

 Utilise technology – online 

training reduces the carbon 

footprint of a trainer going on site 

and all of your team travelling into 

the office too

 Less office space means less 

people travelling into the office on 

any given day

 Use recycled materials for 

everyday items like paper and 

packaging
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Challenges
 People love their cars – some prefer to drive in – we 

use a rota system so that no-one has a parking space 

every day – we only have 4 spaces available

 Food waste – we cannot compost food waste on this 

site so this is still an unsolved issue for us

 Servers – these need to be in a temperature controlled 

room – air conditioning runs pretty much 24/7

 Online ordering is quick and easy – we sometimes 

struggle to balance efficiency with the extra resource 

required to source the same item locally

 Annual public transport passes can be a 

prohibitive upfront cost for those at the start 

of their careers

How do we get 
there?

 Look at your supply chain – where can you switch to ethically and 

environmentally better choices?

 Encourage green transport links, the cycle to work scheme is HMRC 

approved

 Allow staff to work remotely and flexibly

 Utilise technology to help you reduce your carbon footprint – online 

meetings and training is a good place to start

 Recycle as much waste as possible – set a target or find a charity to 

support

 Repurpose older furniture and IT equipment

 Encourage employees to be less wasteful

 Allow environmental champions to have a voice in 

Operations Meetings – they often have very practical

and sensible ideas

 Create a green space – or have office plants to help your 

team be mindful and improve the humidity levels in the workplace
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Some  C-bombs

CHANGE CONSISTENCY

engage, listen, persist, persist 
some more

Be consistent – recycle, reuse, 
buy responsibly
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Disposable 
Fashion 

Charity shops
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Farming and 
Food 

Next steps  
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Questions

Further coverage of this 
topic at the Local Authority 
Climate Change Conference
Bristol 22nd November 2019
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Forthcoming Webinars and Courses

Local Authority Prosecutions: 9th September, Leeds
Information Governance Conference: 9th September, London
Webinar: Governance, 18th September
Advanced Masterclass in Political Awareness: 18th September, London
Understanding the Basics of Child Care Law: 25th September, London
CEO Webinar: Smart Cities, October
Essential Guide to Overview and Scrutiny Committees: 25th October, London
Commercialisation Conference: 15th November, London
Planning Conference: 2nd December, London

Tell us what you think

• Help us shape your world
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